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Please also refer to Consent_31, 32, 35, 37, 46, 69, 70 in the Appendix 2 Informed
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4. Inclusive economic development
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5. Environmental sustainability including climate change
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Please also refer to Consent_01, 31, 32, 33, 35, 37, 44, 45, 46, 69, 70 in the Appendix
2 Informed Consent of Communities, Groups and Individuals Concerned.

6. Peace and social cohesion
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Please also refer to all letters of consent in the Appendix 2 Informed Consent of
Communities, Groups and Individuals Concerned.
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March 29, 2023

Spring Festival is the most significant traditional festival for the Chinese people. The
foodway and customs associated with Spring Festival have been passed down
through generations, encompassing the knowledge and practices of crop cultivation
and food processing, preservation, and preparation. They express people’s
expectations for a bountiful harvest and a better life.

The dietary principles espoused in the Huangdi Neijing, which prescribes grains for
nourishment, fruits for help, meat for strengthening, and vegetables for
supplementation, finds full expression in Spring Festival food customs. The process of
making delicacies involves careful selection and reasonable collocation of ingredients.
The selection of ingredients for New Year’s Eve dinner has specific requirements for
origin, season, variety, and location. All ingredients must be suitable in nature, taste,
and color, balanced in nutrition. Furthermore, Chinese people advocate disciplined
eating habit, emphasizing food security through the traditional notion of thrift, and
opposing waste. In addition, the Chinese concept of health aims to strengthen the
body, replenish qi (energy), and promote vitality through a balanced diet. As the
saying goes, “There is no standard diet, as long as it meets your need.” For example,
the typical New Year food jiaozi (dumplings), has a complex mixture of various fillings,
without fixed rules. The fillings reflect the traditional health preserving concept of
balance of “five flavors” and yin and yang, embodying the profound purpose of
Chinese food culture.

Spring Festival foodways and customs express the traditional aesthetic concepts of
the Chinese people and embody a yearning for a better life. For instance, the process
of making dumplings in China is called niefu (making blessings). In some places, the
shape of dumplings resembles a gold ingot, representing wealth. Some people put
candy in dumplings, and whoever eats it will have good luck in the coming year. In
some places, steamed pasta is engraved with wheat-ear shaped patterns to express
expectations for a bountiful harvest. For another example, Chinese people like to
enjoy round-shaped food such as tangyuan (glutinous rice dumplings), spring cakes,
and meat and vegetable balls during Spring Festival, which represents perfection or
family reunion. Spring Festival food customs reflect the Chinese people’s mentality
and incorporate historical, geographical and artistic factors. Today, Spring Festival
food not only serves as delicious food but also a cultural symbol related to social
activities, imbued with people's feelings and emotions.

As the saying goes, “Customs vary from place to place.” Diversity is an essential
manifestation of Chinese Spring Festival foodways and customs. China is a vast
country with different regions, ethnic groups, climates, and products. The food
customs of Spring Festival in the north and south have their specific characteristics.
For example, in northern China, dumplings are the preferred choice for New Year’s
Eve dinner, as jiaozi in Chinese language can be interpreted to mean “entering a new
year.” In Guangdong Province of southern China, a basin will be used to present the
dish to imply abundance and perfection. In the south of the Yangtze River, people
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have the custom of making and eating niangao (glutinous cakes), which also means
“a level higher", to express wishes of prosperity for the coming year. In many regions,
fish (yu) is indispensable for family banquets during Spring Festival, symbolizing
“surplus (yu) year after year.” In the process of preparing New Year’s food, people in
the south like to make various cured food. Such preparation method extends the
storage period, ensuring sufficient food supply during the festival, and makes the
cured food a great gift for relatives and friends. Spring Festival food customs meet not
only people’s nutritional needs, but more importantly, people’s psychological and
cultural needs in special seasons and climates. Although each region has its own
characteristics, all of them share their expectations for a good life in the new year.

Spring Festival food customs have a a long and rich history, and are widely spread
and deeply rooted. They contain a wealth of knowledge and practices and are
characterized by specific concepts and implied meanings, which express the respect
for nature and food and therefore contribute to the continuation of the Chinese people.
As such, they are highly valued as an important component of cultural heritage.

China Cuisine Association

(sealed)
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February 25, 2023

My name is Liu Zhongping. I am a female representative bearer of Foshan woodblock
nianhua (New Year picture) and an apprentice of Master Feng Bingtang, a
representative bearer at national level.

It has been nine years since I started to learn the craftsmanship from Master Feng in
2014. I have been learning the craft with a growing sense of identity of traditional
Chinese culture. My interest in the craftsmanship of nianhua at the very beginning
developed into affection when I became more skillful. I took on the responsibility later
on as I was recognized as a representative bearer, and became more privileged to
carry on duty of transmission today.

In addition to improving nianhua craftsmanship, I am also committed to disseminating
the techniques and Spring Festival culture more widely in my daily work, striving to
communicate and share my story and experiences through nianhua .

To this end, I have done a lot of practices, especially for young people. Among them is
that I have held more than 500 public open days in my time-honored nianhua shop
where I arose visitors’ interests in nianhua based on their needs and endowed the
traditional nianhua with innovative expressions in the context of the new era, such as
deity of blessings for passing the exams, deity of blessings for being in a relationship,
deity of safety, deity of fortune, and deity of blessings for childbirth. With the popularity
among young people, nianhua are more closely linked to their lives. Through nianhua,
we have established common understanding, and the China-chic brand “Jieyou
Nianhua Shop” derived from nianhua has also been loved by young people. The
revival of the deities in nianhua has resulted in the growing popularity of nianhua in
ways of certain rituals.

To pass on nianhua techniques, in recent years, I have also devoted to the project
“ICH on campus,” giving lectures of nianhua in many schools, and developing nianhua
classes with teachers to let children learn about Spring Festival and traditional culture.

Although what I have done are minor things, I am glad to see that people have found
a common cultural memory in nianhua and the cultural identity has been enhanced.
Next, I will make further efforts in the transmission, so as to train apprentices and
create more works to help the revitalization of traditional culture.

Liu Zhongping

(signed)
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February 27, 2023

Our School is located on the bank of the Qinhuai River in Nanjing. We have been
seeking for the effective combination of the formal and non-formal education, in
particular those local knowledge and values from the Qinhuai Culture that could be
adapted as the supplement to the curriculum for our students.

Spring Festival is a significant carrier of Chinese traditional culture. As a festive event
to bid farewell to the old year and welcome the new, to pray for peace and family
reunion, Spring Festival is the cultural expression of Chinese people’s ardent
expectation and best wishes for a prosperous and fruitful new year. Qinhuai Lantern
Fair is considered as a representation of Spring Festival culture in Nanjing. With its
delicate workmanship and aesthetic values, Qinhuai Lantern Fair vividly illustrate the
spirit of craftsmanship and cultural creativity of humanity. Moral values, nostalgic
feelings, sense of identity, ideas of Chinese people as a family etc., have been
transmitted for generations.

For a long time, our School has been cooperating closely with the bearers of
lantern-making, and trying to introduce those traditional culture to students and
encourage them to become more involved in the transmission of the localized living
heritage. Our School owns the only campus-based exhibition hall on the history of
lantern show in Jiangsu Province --- Children’s Interest Hall of Qinhuai Lantern. In
addition, led by the research program --- “The Student-Oriented Cross-Disciplinary
Course Development of Qinhuai Lantern,” the school has developed a comprehensive
and systematic course on lantern. In the past decade, a series of Lantern Fair
activities have been carried out on the campus every year. Teachers and students
co-organized ceremonies, exhibitions, courses, projects, and performances to
demonstrate the fruitful outcome of the integrated curriculum on lantern to the public.
Currently, the opening ceremony of the school’s Little Lotus Lantern Show not only is
a landmark for the school, but also becomes a new prelude to the Qinhuai Lantern
Fair.

Lantern has already become an important resource for the moral and aesthetic
education for our students in Wuding Xincun. A variety of practices not only enhance
students’ recognition of Chinese culture, but also stimulate their abilities to innovate
and create. In the future, our School will try to integrate information technology into
the practice. In addition, we will seek for a closer cooperation with the concerned
communities and schools, and try our best to organize more diversified forms of
practices and create a strong atmosphere for educational programs on traditional
culture.

Wuding Xincun Primary School in Nanjing

(sealed)
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February 20, 2023

Nianhua (New Year picture) is the primrose of Spring Festival. Without posting
nianhua, the Chinese New Year is not celebrated to the full. Taohuawu woodblock
nianhua, originated in the Ming Dynasty, is one of the five major schools of woodblock
nianhua in China. To this day, posting nianhua is still a necessary folk custom for
many Jiangnan (regions south of the Yangtze River) people to celebrate the New
Year.

Our Institute has always attached importance to the transmission, safeguarding, and
development of traditional arts and crafts. As the first vocational college of art design
in China and the only one in Jiangsu Province, the Institute takes the transmission of
traditional culture as its priority. In 2001, Suzhou Taohuawu Woodblock Nianhua
Society was incorporated into our Institute, which provides the significant cultural
resource of Spring Festival for the cultivation of crafts talents, pioneering such
initiatives in China. Our Institute established the Suzhou Taohuawu Woodblock
Nianhua Research Lab in September 2002, and employed bearers such as Fang
Zhida and Ye Baofen for long-term partnership. Outstanding students were selected
to attend the Taohuawu Woodblock Nianhua Training Class. By combining formal
education with bearers’ oral instructions and examples, and basic theories with
practical skills, new bearers of nianhua with transmission and innovation capabilities
were cultivated. Since 2019, based on previous experience, our Institute has set up
nianhua major and hired bearers as part-time instructors to participate in teaching,
and talent training program development, etc.

To date, the Taohuawu Training Class has been held for ten sessions, with a total of
more than 30 students. Most students are employed by cultural organizations, and
four of them have been identified as representative bearers. Since the setup of the
nianhua major, students have comprehensively studied the traditional woodblock
nianhua skills, striven to innovate in the creation of nianhua works, and actively
participated in various social practices and competitions, achieving satisfactory
results.

Our Institute pays special attention to the relationship between tradition and
innovation in teaching nianhua. With the study of specialty courses, students have
created many nianhua works that reflect the spirit of the times and the aesthetic needs
of the people based on tradition transmission. They have also applied traditional
nianhua to the designs of new products, such as hongbao (red packet of lucky money),
scarves, and stationery.

It has proven that Spring Festival cultural resources such as nianhua have broad
prospects and huge development space in carrying forward the traditional Chinese
culture and achieving creative transformation and innovative development. Our
Institute will continue its efforts in exploration and active practice, making nianhua a
carrier for people to recognize the beauty of craftsmanship and ingenuity, perceive the
beauty of tradition and life, understand Chinese culture, and enhance cultural
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confidence.

Suzhou Art & Design Technology Institute

(sealed)
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March 23, 2023

Spring Festival is the most important and distinctive traditional festival of the Chinese
people, with rich cultural significance and modern values. Our School attaches
importance to the transmission and dissemination of traditional festival culture
represented by Spring Festival. It promotes the comprehensive integration of Spring
Festival culture with higher education in such aspects as curriculum teaching,
academic research, and team building.

In curriculum teaching, our School offers a humanistic general education course on
“Traditional Etiquettes, Customs and Festivals” for the whole university. Spring
Festival etiquettes and customs are important course content, and students are
required to complete course papers based on the experience and fieldwork of Spring
Festival customs. At the same time, the course “Introduction to Folklore Studies” with
festival folk customs including Spring Festival as its main content is offered to
undergraduates, and continues to carry out class discussions on the topic “How do we
celebrate Spring Festival” and encourages students to conduct research on Spring
Festival customs in winter vacation and complete course papers.

In academic research, several graduate students have completed degree theses on
the topic of Spring Festival. Undergraduate students have completed research
projects on the transmission of Spring Festival customs and published multiple
academic papers. They have carried out a program of “Research on Safeguarding
Institution of ICH in the Domain of Rituals and Festivals,” conducted in-depth study on
the transmission of festivals, including Spring Festival, and delivered a research
report.

In social practice and cultural promotion, freshmen have conducted surveys of Spring
Festival customs during the holidays. Teachers and students in folklore major have
opened a WeChat official account titled “Beijing Normal University on folklore studies,”
and presented special topics on festival customs in series during Spring Festival
holidays, promoting the wide spread of festival culture.

In team building, as a well-known expert on Chinese festivals, Professor Xiao Fang at
our School has written several monographs on Spring Festival. More than 80% of
graduates are engaged in the research, teaching, safeguarding, and dissemination of
traditional culture, including Spring Festival.

The teaching and research of Spring Festival culture at our School has greatly
increased students’ awareness and identity of the traditional Chinese culture, and
enhanced their cultural confidence. In the future, we will further promote the
integration of Spring Festival culture into curriculum teaching and academic research,
and work with research bases in such regions as Songyang of Zhejiang Province and
Gaobeidian in Beijing to carry out Spring Festival culture survey and topic research, to
extensively integrate Spring Festival into students’ daily life and deeply in their hearts.
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School of Sociology

Beijing Normal University

(sealed)
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March 24, 2023

Beijing Normal University is a comprehensive and research-intensive university
directly under the Ministry of Education of China, featuring basic disciplines in
sciences and humanities, teacher education and educational science. The School of
Chinese Language and Literature at Beijing Normal University has taken various
measures such as developing talent cultivation program, curriculum system
construction, textbook compilation and research, international exchange education,
student association construction, and cultural practice activities by taking advantage
of its distinctive disciplines such as Chinese folk literature, folklore studies, Chinese
classical philology, and ancient Chinese literature, to incorporate traditional Chinese
culture into the entire education process of all secondary disciplines.

In particular, the curriculum teaching and educational practice of traditional festivals,
including Spring Festival, is not only an effective way to help students at all levels
understand the traditional Chinese calendar, time system, and traditional philosophy,
but also has laid a solid foundation for enhancing young people’s cultural
self-consciousness and confidence. In such an educational tradition, our students,
through the Student Society on Folklore of Beijing Normal University, the New Media
Department of the Student Union of our School and other student associations, have
voluntarily organized activities such as transmission of paper-cuts, “Chinese New
Year customs and festive celebrations” photography contest, Chinese knot making,
and fieldwork on temple fairs to actively record and transmit Chinese folk culture,
including Spring Festival.

In addition, our School has established the “Folk Craft Masters Workshop” and the
“Folk Culture Education Guidance Committee of the Chinese Folk Literature and Art
Association,” organized or participated in organization of “ICH on Campus” activities
such as paper-cuts, shadow puppets and legends associated with Spring Festival,
and actively explored new model for ICH transmission. Our School has also
cooperated with the University of Macao, the Tongzhou District Party Committee of
Beijing, and the Beijing Enamel Factory to establish multiple research bases for ICH
transmission, education, and development, providing broad space and convenient
conditions for teaching internships and field inspections of related professionals.

In 2019, the School led the establishment of the “Cultural Heritage and Cultural
Communication” project of the Beijing university’s high-precision discipline
construction platform to set the transmission and creativity of ICH as an important part
of discipline construction. In December of the same year, the “Research and
Development Center for Intangible Cultural Heritage of Beijing Normal University” was
jointly established by folklore faculties of the Institute of Advanced Studies in
Humanities and Social Sciences and the Faculty of Arts and Sciences on the Zhuhai
Campus of BNU. The Center is dedicated to the cultivation of ICH talents, discipline
construction, project research, recruitment of well-known scholars on ICH, bearer
training and research, transmission, safeguarding, and innovative development of
ICH, ICH research in the Guangdong, Hong Kong, and Macao Greater Bay Area and
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provides professional solutions and think tank support for the research and
development of ICH in the Greater Bay Area and even across the country.

Our School participates in and offers full support to the nomination of “Spring festival,
social practices of the Chinese people in celebration of traditional new year” for
inscription on the Representative List of the Intangible Cultural Heritage of Humanity.
In the next step, our School will continue to strengthen the further research on ICH,
including Spring Festival; improve the construction of the undergraduate and master’s
professional curriculum system for ICH, invite representative bears of nianhua,
paper-cuts, lanterns, and legends associated with Spring Festival to participate in
“Folk Craft Masters Workshop;” and promote the establishment of a multi-level
student internship base in Beijing for the research, safeguarding, and creative
development of ICH, and maximize the role of ICH including Spring Festival as an
important resource for quality education.

School of Chinese Language and Literature

Beijing Normal University

(sealed)
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January 20, 2023

We are lantern craftswomen from Sihai Cultural Communication Co., Ltd. in Zigong
City.

Zigong colored lanterns originated in the Tang and Song dynasties, thrived in the Ming
and Qing dynasties, and flourished in contemporary times. In ancient times, lighting
lanterns in the Chinese New Year was mainly used to ward off evil and disasters, pray
for good luck and fortune, enrich food culture, as well as for entertainment. Later, it
developed into an indispensable event for people to reunite with their families,
express their hopes, and pray for a bumper year. The customs of making, playing, and
watching lanterns have been integrated into local cultural life during Spring Festival,
and are the most prominent and indispensable part of local folk activities.

In the late 1990s, with the boom of Zigong lantern shows abroad, local people began
to work in colored lantern companies and make lanterns for a living away from their
hometown. Due to the need to travel around and the requirements for a long time of
physical work, most of the workers who made lanterns at that time were men. As
ordinary housewives, we also wanted to make money through work to support our
families. We inquired about the lantern making job and found that this job could earn
considerable income and was also meaningful to the society. A company happened to
offer training on the skills of colored lantern making for those with difficulty in seeking
employment. That provided women who were staying at home with an opportunity to
learn the handicraft skills. Then, we participated in the training together. In the second
year after training, a company was recruiting workers to make colored lanterns for the
Zigong Lantern Show. Since then, we have been making colored lanterns for more
than 20 years. Now, there are more than 1,000 craftswomen making lanterns in our
company every year. We have increasingly felt the inclusiveness of the society. The
stereotype of “women = housewives” has changed significantly. Now, women can also
rely on their skills to create a better life, with a higher income. In the past, we had no
source of income at home, but now in the peak season, we can earn a monthly
income of 10,000 RMB. Our status in the family and society has been significantly
improved.

Our company participates in the design and production of lanterns for the Zigong
Lantern Show every year, and has produced excellent works that are well received,
such as the “Tree of Life,” the “Mountains and Seas,” and the “Cute Rabbit” themed
lanterns in the past lantern shows. We have produced many themed lanterns
expressing farewell to the old year and welcoming the new, respect for the old and
love for the family, reunion and peace across the country. During Spring Festival,
when people, old and young, enjoy the colored lantern shows, we feel very proud as a
lantern worker.

Over the past two decades, our relatives and friends would admire us who were busy
making lanterns and recommending Zigong Lantern Show to families and friends with
joy when Spring Festival arrived. Many friends were interested in the work. When they
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intended to engage in this trade, we would introduce them to participate in the training
for colored lantern making. Each year, the local human resources and social security
department, cultural and tourism department, colored lantern institutes, and training
institutions would organize trainings to provide a platform for people to learn the skills
of lanterns making, and issue certificates of competency to those who were qualified
after completing the training. At the same time, excellent trainees would also introduce
their relatives or neighbors to participate in the lantern making through apprenticeship.
Some craftswomen in the company would also make improvements in the production
of lanterns, such as upgrading traditional light bulbs to LED energy-saving lamps, and
replacing dyeing materials with environmentally friendly ones. Such improvements
received great support from the company as well as the cultural and tourism
department. We would also exchange the improvement plan with other lantern making
companies and continue to make improvement in production materials and processes
through brainstorming. Such a practice was highly recognized in the industry and
would make the lantern shows more environmentally friendly and raise public
awareness of energy saving.

As lantern makers for the Zigong Lantern Show, we will continue to improve our skills
and produce more exquisite and popular lanterns to present the charm of traditional
Chinese culture, and the spirit of the new era, and allow more people to experience
the customs of colored lanterns during Spring Festival.

Representatives of female lantern makers:

Liang Sijie, Li Xuelian, Huang Hongxiu, Qiu Meiying, Chen Jing, Chen Guiying, He
Runlan, Chen Lijuan, Yuan Jianying, Pan Yongzhi

(signed)
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January 27, 2023

Jiajiang woodblock nianhua (New Year picture), well known in China’s southwest
region, was originated in the Ming Dynasty. It is one of the three major schools of
nianhua in Sichuan. Spring Festival is the most important festival to the Chinese
People. Posting nianhua during the festival conveys a good wish to welcome the New
Year. At the place of origin of Jiajiang woodblock nianhua, we have a deeper
understanding and love for the significance of nianhua in celebration of Spring
Festival.

To expand the transmission of nianhua and create favorable conditions for the
sustainable development of the local craft and Spring Festival customs, our
Federation organized trainings for local women on the transmission of nianhua from
2016 to 2019, with two sessions in each year. Each session lasted a period of 20 days
in a form of full-day study, and nearly 300 female students were trained in eight
sessions. The students came from surrounding townships, such as Yancheng Town,
Huangtu Town, and Macun Township. Most of them were housewives, and a small
number of them were unemployed or retired but enthusiastic in Jiajiang nianhua. Yang
Jirong, a city-level representative bearer of Jiajiang nianhua and director of
“Rongcaitang” Women’s Entrepreneurship and Mutual Assistance Base for Jiajiang
Nianhua, was invited as guest lecturer of the trainings. Over the past 30 years, Ms.
Yang has been committed to the transmission and innovation of Jiajiang nianhua and
has mastered the exquisite techniques of nianhua making. During the training, Ms.
Yang introduced the local customs of posting nianhua during Spring Festival, taught
students the basic usage of brushes, the matching and application of basic colors,
painting on fabrics, household items, and special utensils, and how to design and
paint nianhua on different articles. Through training, students basically mastered the
skills of drawing and printing nianhua. After the training, “Rongcaitang” Women’s
Entrepreneurship and Mutual Assistance Base provided advanced training for
students who were willing and able to learn, and signed agreements with a total of 40
students for flexible employment at home over the past four years, helping them
improve their economic conditions and social status in their families and communities
through decent work.

We hope to utilize the local resources of the Jiajiang nianhua to popularize the local
ICH skills of western Sichuan region through such training, but also help female
students to master a new skill, enhance self-confidence and employment capabilities,
and provide employment opportunities for them.

Jiajiang County Women’s Federation

(sealed)
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February 27, 2023

According to records, the Changdian Temple Fair has a history of more than 400
years and is a representative folk activity during Spring Festival in Beijing. It is
developed, grown, and supported by local residents and merchants. The Fair plays a
significant role in boosting festival consumption, increasing the income of merchants
in the area, and providing employment opportunities for ICH bearers, reflecting the
function of ICH to drive the development of an inclusive economy.

Traditional economy

In history, the Fair has been a bustling event, attracting “thousands of businesses and
vendors selling books and artifacts that fill the streets.” This tradition has persisted to
this day. During the Fair, time-honored brands and specialty shops along the streets of
Liulichang area offer a variety of cultural products, calligraphy works and paintings,
antiques, traditional toys and food. Among them, sugar-coated haws, small windmills,
and Chinese yo-yo are particularly popular, known as the “Three Treasures of the
Temple Fair.” Visiting Changdian Temple Fair during Spring Festival has become a
custom of several generations of people in Beijing. According to merchants at the Fair,
their daily revenue during Spring Festival has increased by more than ten times
compared to regular times. According to a survey by our Center, ICH bearers in the
Liulichang area earn 70% of their annual income during the Fair.

Traditional culture

As the concept of the safeguarding of intangible cultural heritage has taken root in the
hearts of common people, the time-honored ICH brands in the Liulichang area have
launched specialty ICH experiential products and activities during Spring Festival.
While displaying intangible cultural heritage, they have transformed and upgraded
traditional cultural consumption by selling not only the products but also the processes,
which greatly enhanced the sense of pride and self-confidence of bearers and
businesses. They have also promoted the development of cultural derivatives and
creative cultural products based on their culture and traditional handicrafts.

At the same time, to better safeguard and utilize traditional cultural brands, and
enhance the brands’ appeal, our Center has completed the registration of trademark
“Changdian Temple Fair,” and guided ICH bearers, practitioners, time-honored brands,
and merchants to work together for the festival economy through free authorization for
trademark use, laying a solid foundation for the creative transformation and innovative
development of traditional culture.

Digital economy

To safeguard cultural heritage in a digital environment, our Center has worked with
Migu Culture and Technology Co., Ltd., a subsidiary of China Mobile, to develop
digital blocks of eastern and western Liulichang streets. In early 2023, the first
“Changdian Temple Fair @ Metauniverse” event was successfully held, to explore an
immersive, interactive and virtual reality to upgrade consumption in the Liulichang
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area. This event helped bearers and merchants use digital means to expand their
display and marketing channels, while enabling residents and tourists to have virtual
tours of the Fair.

As a competent body, our Center is responsible for the planning, organization, and
promotion of the Fair, and has established a good communication and collaboration
mechanism with time-honored ICH brands, specialty product merchants, and bearers
in Liulichang area. Before the Fair is held, planning meetings will be held to solicit
suggestions, and a summary meeting will convened after the event to provide
information to the stakeholders of the Fair.

Center for the Safeguarding and Management of Cultural Heritage of Xicheng District
in Beijing

(sealed)
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March 15, 2023

The custom of writing and posting spring couplets is a significant practice during
Spring Festival. For over a millennium, it has been a tradition for every household,
whether residing in urban or rural areas, to attach red colored spring couplets to their
front gates. This custom symbolizes bidding farewell to the old year and welcoming
the new, creating a festive, joyful, and tranquil atmosphere. Spring couplets is a
traditional calligraphic art, typically in regular script, official script, running script, and
Wei stelae script. The couplets are written on elongated slips of red paper with a
brush, and then posted on both sides of the door frame. The first scroll is placed on
the right, the other one on the left, and the horizontal one on the top. The content of
spring couplets usually centers around the concept of harmony and integrity,
expressing people’s desires for spring and a brighter future, as well as praying for
peace, harmony, happiness, good health and well-being.

Traditional spring couplets exude a lively springtime atmosphere and possess a
strong artistic appeal, such as “May we live longer as time passes; may spring bring
blessings to our home;” “May every household enjoy peace and harmony; may every
season be as pleasant as spring;” “All rains and winds arrive on time; all colors of
flowers make spring;” “Spring breeze brings good fortune; auspicious snow brings
blessings;” “Let spring be celebrated worldwide; let all groups live in harmony.”

Contemporary spring couplets are also abundant. For example, spring couplets were
created specifically for the athletes’ village of the 2022 Beijing Winter Olympics, with
phrases including “United, we gather under the five rings; With passion, we bring
peace as spring breezes;” “Faster, higher, stronger on ice and snow; Truth, goodness,
beauty for a harmonious world;" "Flowers of friendship blossom in the Olympic park;
Spring breezes of peace warm the Global Village;” “Unity and harmony comes first;
Fairness and Friendship shine brilliantly;” “Five-ring dreams fly a thousand miles;
Friends from Four Seas gather in one village.” These couplets not only create a
festive atmosphere for the Winter Olympic Village, but also serve as a platform for
cultural exchange among athletes from all countries, promote the Olympic spirit and
world peace, and advocate civility and friendship, leading to positive social outcomes.

Spring couplets are also created for special events. For instance, during the 2022 (the
year of Tiger) Spring Festival, the Society participated in the joint organization of the
“New Year Concert and Couplet Exhibition” organized by the International Confucian
Association and the ASEAN-China Centre. Over 60 couplets were created, including
“Plum blossoms intoxicate the whole world; Everything is blessed in the year of tiger;”
“The tiger marches forward in six melodies; Eight directions respond in resonance;”
“Five continents share good fortune and a thousand families prosper; Six directions
welcome spring and the myriad of phenomena renew;” and “Tiger’s steps create wind,
with fragrance filling the world; Spring flowers bloom in a riot of colors, with good
fortune filling the universe.” These couplets were displayed at the National Centre for
the Performing Arts in Beijing. With the theme of harmony and integrity, these spring
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couplets added a festive and peaceful touch to Beijing's winter, leaving a great
impression on both domestic and foreign guests.

Spring couplets, with their distinct forms of expression, express people’s hopes for a
better life at the arrival of the New Year, and imbue the festival with a harmonious
atmosphere. Through the practice of writing and creating couplets, individuals can
pass down traditional knowledge, improve their self-cultivation, and promote
communication and dialogue, thus contributing to building a harmonious and peaceful
society.

Yinglian (couplets) Society of China

(sealed)
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February 21, 2023

The General Union of Neighbourhood Association of Macao (UGAMM) is a voluntary
grassroots organization established by Macao residents in 1983. Currently, The
Association has: 28 neighbourhood associations; more than 30 service branches;
more than 200 managing and supervisory members; nearly 800 full-time staff
members; over 50,000 general members; over 5,900 volunteers.

Spring Festival is a very important traditional festival in Macao SAR. Local Spring
Festival customs originates basically from Lingnan (south of the Five Ridges) culture,
including venerating Kitchen God, staying up on New Year’s Eve, visiting flower
markets, reunion dinner on New Year’s Eve, lucky money for children, hongbao or
lishi (red packets of lucky money), new year opening, and new year greetings. The
celebration generally covers a period from the first day to the 15th day of the first
month of Chinese calendar. During Spring Festival, our Association, along with lower
level neighbourhood associations, organizes a series of local activities such as New
Year Celebrations and New Year Gathering, which have a long history and are held in
a large scale and in a variety of forms. The activities include entertainment parties, tea
parties, dinner parties, parties for the elderly, dragon dance and lion dance
celebrations, and writing spring couplets. Taking the celebrations held this year as an
example, under the sponsorship of the Macao Foundation, our Association organized
the 2023 Chinese New Year Caring Gift-Giving Event and delivered “fortune bags” to
1,394 families. These bags were filled with necessities of life and new year gifts (such
as mushrooms, cookies, etc.) to send new year blessings to the communities in need.
The UGAMM Community Service Centre of Areia Preta District held a lantern riddle
party and a new year blessing bracelet workshop. It was through these activities that
the traditional Chinese culture was enhanced and the festive activities of local
residents were enriched. The Neighbourhood Association of San Kio District and the
Lotus Temple Council held a party for the neighborhood to celebrate the new year. A
banquet of 60 tables was held at San Kio, with the participation of 720 elders.
Hongbao were also given out during the event. In addition, to celebrate the Festival
with local residents, the Youth Committee of the Neighbourhood Association of San
Kio District held a celebration on the 15th day of the first month named after “San Kio
Youth Creativity Fair,” which brought together different topics of Spring Festival
celebrations, youth entrepreneurship and creative cultural products. The
Neighbourhood Association of Rua da Praia do Manduco District held a “Rua da Praia
do Manduco Neighbourhood Lion Dance New Year Celebration,” in which the board
members of our Association and other celebrities participated to extend greetings to
merchants and residents in the neighborhood. The Rua de Cinco de Outubro
Neighbourhood Association held the “Rua de Cinco de Outubro Neighborhood New
Year Celebration,” in which guests and representatives of the neighbourhood
association were invited to send greetings and blessings to merchants and residents
in the area. Many centers and neighbourhood associations under our Association also
held various celebrations during Spring Festival. Through the above-mentioned
activities, the spirit of neighborhood harmony, mutual assistance, and caring for the
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communities, the solidarity and identity of the neighbourhood, and the traditional
Chinese culture were promoted. Moreover, a joyous and harmonious atmosphere was
created and the affection and friendship among community members were aroused.
The Chinese traditional virtues of respecting and caring for the elders were
highlighted. The elders were offered the new year banquet of happiness with
heartwarming holiday greetings and blessings, which manifested love and care for
them. This is important for the building of a harmonious society.

Having been informed of the nomination of “Spring festival, social practices of the
Chinese people in celebration of traditional new year” for inscription on the
Representative List of the Intangible Cultural Heritage of Humanity, we feel very
excited and fully support and agree to the nomination. We believe the inscription will
contribute to the transmission and development of Spring Festival in Macao. In the
future, our Association will extensively mobilize members and other participants, in
particular the young generation, to create a new year atmosphere for the transmission
of the element, and the Chinese traditional virtues of respecting and caring for the
elders.

General Union of Neighbourhood Associations of Macao

(sealed)
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File No.: SSY/BM15/10230266

April 8, 2023

Sik Sik Yuen Wong Tai Sin (the Taoist immortal) Temple was built in 1921, with a core
value of wishing for merits and promoting virtues. It is visited by believers and tourists
at home and abroad all year round.

The Temple has been open to the public since 1956. On traditional New Year’s Eve,
many Hong Kong residents come here at midnight around 11 pm to 1 am to burn their
first incense and pray for blessings. There are a great number of visitors during the
first fifteen days of the first month. They come to express their expectations for a
better life and good wishes for their families and the whole society. Through this
practice the spirit of unity and mutual assistance has been enhanced and family and
social harmony promoted.

Sik Sik Yuen grants its informed consent to the nomination of “Spring festival, social
practices of the Chinese people in celebration of traditional new year” for inscription
on the Representative List of Intangible Cultural Heritage of Humanity. It will continue
its maintenance and repair efforts of the Temple and stay committed to the continuous
practice of praying-for-blessings custom at the Temple during Spring Festival. We
wish the nomination a great success.

Sik Sik Yuen

(sealed)
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April 19, 2023

Che Kung Temple in Sha Tin is under the management of Chinese Temples
Committee. Every year on the second day of the first month on Chinese calendar, a
large number of visitors come to the Temple to pray for good luck, which is customary
for Hong Kong people in celebration of Spring Festival.

It is generally believed that at the beginning of a new year, the worship of Che Kung
(an ancient heroic general) will bring blessings and good luck. So the praying practice
on Che Kung’s birthday that falls on the second day of the first month is the most
ceremonious. Believers also visit the Temple on the third day. They turn the wheel of
the copper windmill clockwise next to Che Kung’s statue, praying for good weather in
the coming year.

Over the years, residents love to come to the Temple to pray for blessings for
themselves, their families and friends, as well as whole Hong Kong. They are getting
more aware of the importance of family values and ties. Hence the interpersonal
connection, community cohesion and social harmony have been enhanced.

Chinese Temples Committee grants its informed consent to the nomination of “Spring
festival, social practices of the Chinese People in celebration of traditional new year”
for inscription on the Representative List of Intangible Cultural Heritage of Humanity.
It’ll continue the transmitting and safeguarding efforts for the element and see to it that
praying-for-blessings custom at Che Kung Temple will further promote social harmony.
We wish the nomination a great success.

Chinese Temples Committee

(sealed)
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